People like out-of-home.
People notice out-of-home.

Consumers are driving more miles and
spending more time in their cars than
ever before. These mobile consumers
are a captive audience and OOH
(out-of-home) is the “unsubstitutable”
medium that targets them best.

TARGETED

OOH delivers your message to a specific audience and coverage
area.Your ad dollars are invested towards your most promising
prospects, minimizing wasteful exposure.

HIGHLY VISIBLE

OOH delivers your message in a big, bold unavoidable format.
Your message will be seen and your name/brand will stand out
from your competition.

REPETITION

OOH delivers your message repeatedly 24/7. Reminding
consumers constantlyof your business, making them more
likely to buy from you.

MEDIA BOOST
MOST IMPORTANTLY,
People respond to out-of-home.

Unlike other media formats, OOH cannot be turned down,
thrown away, or fast-forwarded. OOH will improve the efficiency
of your advertising by filling in the gaps left by the others.

CREATIVE

Our award-winning creative team will deliver a high quality design
unique to your brand and advertising objectives. Your ad will
stand out, your name will be more memorable in the minds of
consumers and your campaign will be more successful.

BULLETINS

BULLETINS //

just try to not see one

A bulletin is the most traditional form of out-of-home media,
and remains the most effective and cost-efficient vehicle for
delivering advertising messages to a wide variety of consumers.
Rising above interstates, highways and surface streets, Bulletins
impact and inform audiences while directing and influencing their
purchasing decisions.

UNIT-OF-SALE

There are two types of bulletins, permanent and rotary.
Rotary bulletins are moved to different, pre-approved locations
periodically to give broad market coverage.Permanent bulletins
afford dominant coverage of high traffic fixed locations. The
advertising message remains at a single location throughout
thecontract duration.

PRODUCTION

Production normally requires two weeks from receipt
of finished approved art. For complete artwork guidelines
visit adamsoutdoor.com

EXTENSIONS

To increase the impact of bulletins and other OOH
displays, extensions (cutouts that extend beyond
the basic shape of the structure) are often used.

POSTER PANELS

Posters are distributed widely throughout the market on primary
and secondary arteries to provide complete and instantaneous
coverage. Posters take advantage of the fact that 80 percent of
the traffic travels on 20 percent of the roadways.

POSTERS //

posters are the work horse
of the out-of-home industry

UNIT-OF-SALE

Posters are sold in packages. Poster packages are sold
according to Target Rating Point (TRP) levels, which correlate to
the percentage of the market an advertiserwishes to reach per
week. A 100 TRP, will yield weekly exposures equal to 100
percent of the target audience.

FREQUENCY & REACH

An average 100 weekly TRP buy builds to a frequency of about 8
times in 28 days. In addition, that same 100 TRP buy will reach 55
percent of a market in 28 days.

CONTRACT PERIOD

Customarily sold in weekly intervals of 4 to 52 weeks.
Posting every Monday.

ARTWORK

Less is more, much more when using outdoor advertising
to communicate a message. The most effective designs
focus on a single idea. An advertiser should consider the
most important product benefit to communicate and
express that message to consumers.

PRODUCTION

Production normally requires two weeks from receipt
of finished approved art. For complete artwork guidelines
visit adamsoutdoor.com

DIGITAL

DIGITAL //

the use and flexibility to
digital media is endless

The Adams Outdoor Advertising Digital Networks afford our
clients amazing capabilities. Whether you need to change a
price or focus on a different product in a pinch, our network can
respond with real time accuracy. Our networks have the ability
to day part your message, showcase multiple products or simply
switch between a call-to-action and a branding message.

USES

• Day to Day / Week to Week programming
• Day Part your message to maximize your products
• Live Feeds (Twitter, Facebook, RSS, XML, CSV or images)
• Sponsored Content
• Real time text editing
• Showcase multiple prices, products or messages
• Clock/Countdown
• Weather, News, Sports Scores

NETWORKS FREQUENCY & REACH

8 different networks are offered locally to provide the greatestest
amount of reach and frequency for your business.

ARTWORK

Less is more, much more when using outdoor advertising
to communicate a message. The most effective designs
focus on a single idea. An advertiser should consider the
most important product benefit to communicate and
express that message to consumers.

PRODUCTION

For complete artwork guidelines visit adamsoutdoor.com

INCREASE YOUR REACH BY

OUTDOOR EXTENDED

Out of home and online work so well together. We can now
extend our customers’ exposure and reach for better ROI.

Site Retargeting

Targeting users who have previously visited your website
as they browse the web

Geo-Fencing

Targeting based on your location and your competitor’s locations

Search Retargeting

Targeting search terms relevant to your business, your
competitor’s name, and others that are relevant

Keyword Contextual Targeting
Targeting on sites with relevant content

Category Conextual Targeting
Targeting on sites with relevant content

PRODUCTION

For complete artwork guidelines visit adamsoutdoor.com

